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On the afternoon of November 24, the College of International

Exchange organized a visit to the Xinhai Revolutionary Museum to

remember the martyrs of the revolution and build up patriotic

feelings.



The Xinhai Revolutionary Museum is a flat "V"-shaped symbol of

victory, upward pointing, implying the courage to go forward,

enterprising. The whole building is a blend of traditional Chinese

architecture and modern methods, celebrating the spirit of

pioneering of Shouyi War.





Stepping into the museum, along the footsteps of history, the

students visited the five exhibition halls of "the old site of

restoration display of the Ejun Dudu", "for the world to be the first

one of the Xinhai Revolution Wuchang Uprising Historical

Exhibition", "the foundation of the Republic of the Xinhai

Revolution Historical Exhibition", "Red Building Bird's-eye View -

celebrities to stay in the trail" and "the history of the language

Council in Hubei Display", in which the students of the College

carried on a time and space dialogue, learned about the history of

the Chinese Revolution, the hardship of the revolution, and know

the hard-won happiness of life nowadays.



A century of greatness, the vicissitudes of life, the Chinese nation

has accomplished a country from decay to a powerful and

developed growth miracle in the midst of repeated failures. The

spirit of the great Xinhai Revolution has inspired generations of

Chinese children, and when we look back at history today, we

sincerely marvel at the bravery and tenacity of the revolutionary



leaders of that year, and admire their courage in sacrificing their

lives for the sake of the country, regardless of life and death. We

should remember the tribulations and humiliations they suffered,

and cherish the happiness and peace they achieved with their

blood and sweat.

The students were overwhelmed with emotion after the visit. A

hundred years ago, the revolutionary martyrs stepped forward,

throwing their heads and spilling their blood for the liberation of the

people and the prosperity of the country. A hundred years later,

our generation of young people should learn from history, inherit



the glorious tradition and revolutionary spirit of our forefathers,

turn the infinite love for the motherland into a great motivation to

study hard, and take up the responsibilities and missions

entrusted to us by the times.
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